lose (lost)
prize

find (found)

win (won)

What are two opposite words of “lose”?
The two opposite words of “lose” are win and
find.
Do you ever lose money?
Yes, I sometimes lose money.
No, I never lose money.
Do you ever find money?
Yes, I sometimes find money.
No, I never find money.
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What’s the past of “lose”?
The past of “lose” is “lost”.
Did you lose any money last year?
Yes, I lost some money last year.
No, I didn’t lose any money last year.
What’s the past of “win”?
The past of “win” is “won”.
Did you win a prize when you were a child?
Yes, I won a prize when I was a child.
No, I didn’t win any prize when I was a child
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Dream (dreamt)

castle

Do you dream a lot at night?
Yes, I dream a lot at night.
No, I don7t dream a lot at night.
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Do you usually remember your dreams?
Yes, I usually remember my dreams.
No, I don’t usually remember my dreams.
What’s the past of “dream”?
The past of “dream” is “dreamt”.
What did you dream about last night?
I dreamt about summer at the beach last night.
Did you dream of becoming rich and living in a
castle?
Yes, I dreamt about being rich and leaving in a
castle.
No,…
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Listening and spelling check
Will it be * windy tomorrow?*
It was quite sunny,*but there were* some clouds.*
It isn’t snowing,* It’s raining.*
They want to take* an umbrella.*
It’s not easy to drive* when the road is* very foggy.*
I think* the air is much better* in the country.*
Did it snow* very much last month?*
It was windy,*but we walked a lot.
The opposite of quick* is slow.
Do you think* we must wait for her* in the street?
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